
CEBU HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Notes of the Mismanagement Meeting

1 June 2022
On-Sec:  Busted Dick

Hashers Present:
Sherpa Busted Dick Acetylene Balls

French Kisser French Tickler Yummy Chopper

Facial Attraction Disco Dick Dribbles Weekly

Tight Arse Get Lost Kimalot

Hash Cash
Tight Arse reported that Hash Cash currently stands at P47k in the bank plus P2112 cash in 

hand.  The shortfall from last month is due to a charitable donation of P18k towards the repair 

at the health centre at Sudlon 2; work is due to commence on 6 June for a duration of 2 

weeks.  It was agreed that a fundraising effort should be made to support Hash Cash, by 

means of a monthly raffle.

Christmas Bash
Nothing to report.

Run Numbers
The run numbers are now available on the website in groups of ‘top 20’ etc.  If anyone who 

does not appear in the ‘top 20’ wish to know their run/hare numbers then contact Busted Dick.

Internet Domain
The internet domain cebuhash.com is unavailable so the domain cebuhash.org has been re-

purchased at a cost of P3k for 5 years.  Putting the domain name itself into an internet 

browser should bring up the website (no need for http/https/www etc).

AGPU
The AGPU is 2 months away so we need to identify a venue.  Bollywood (Dribbles) and 

Sherpa’s House (Yummy) were suggested.  It was felt that the cost of food at either venue 

should be met by attendees either by Pot Luck (Sherpa’s) or purchasing own meals 

(Bollywood).  In any case it was felt that the AGPU does not necessarily have to follow a run 

and could be held midweek.  There is still time for further suggestions but a decision has to be 

made at next month’s meeting.

Basic Life Support Training
Tight Arse suggested that we should renew the efforts to run a BLS course, which were 

interrupted by the Covid measures.  TA will liaise with Facial who has the contact details for 

the Red Cross.



Hash Transport
Disco reported that the van had insufficient numbers for this weekend’s run.  This was quickly 

rectified at the meeting.  However he suggested that a longer term solution to the problem of 

numbers travelling in the van would be for The Hash to contribute towards it’s costs.  After 

discussion it was clear that there was no support for this idea from other attendees of the 

meeting.

Hare Razor
Disco is temporary Hare Razor whilst Furni is in USA.

Run Refreshments
Get Lost has provided drinks at recent runs at his personal cost.  He suggested that in future 

a cash container should be available so users of the refreshments could make a contribution 

which will hopefully lead to them being self-financing.  Busted Dick will ensure a suitable 

container is available at this weeks run but many felt that the ‘bring your own’ system is better 

than moving back towards a Hash Booze system.

Visiting Hashers
Get Lost recently took part in a Hash event in Trinidad where he met a group from the USA 

who said they would like to visit Cebu and Hash with us.  They may need advice about hotels, 

things to do etc.  It was felt that as the numbers seem to be reasonably small, we could deal 

with this in the same way that we have with other visiting Hash’s (most recent; Kinta).  Busted 

Dick and Get lost to coordinate where necessary.

Hasherdabbery
Yummy informed the meeting that we need new T-shirts to be manufactured, both generic 

and Hare shirts.  Two Balls has recently set his 100th harer run and this also warrants a 

personal shirt for him.  Get Lost volunteered a prize for a new shirt design; Yummy will 

organise a design cometition in the near future.

Details of Next Meeting: Wednesday 6th July, 4pm at The Beer Barrel


